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IGHTSIDE

fitoMTHE
he grounds had not been cared for in a
number of years anda thick mixture of
mud and leaves had affixed itself in
the spaces beneath his cleats. He
walked forward carefully, trying not
to step anywhere close to a gravestone
where a body might be buried.
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"Halloween night is not a good time to
walk over some dead guy's face," he
whispered to himself, stepping over shards
of broken pottery. ·

•

The way the moonlight played tricks on his
eyes, he began to wonderifoneofthe bodies might
be lying there under the topsoil, waiting for him to
~~~E~
come a little closer. He imagined a decayed ann
~
reaching out of the ground to strangle him.
A strong wind blew through the forest clearing, sending a shower ofleaves down on top of him.
From out of th~ tremblingbushes,-a snake slithered under the dead leaves and across the boy's path.
Trying to control his bowel movements, the boy broke in"to a run.
Shoulder pads and a helmet bounced up and down in time to his canter. He had cut through this
cemetery several times before, but it now seemed longer than he'd ever remembered. He ran harder,
feeling the world moving in slow motlon beneath his feet.
The atmosphere became darker as a cloud moved into an eclipse between the moon and the Earth,
only the gossamer yellow edges of the corona lighting the ground.
A newly fallen tree branch laid in the dirt partially covered by Spanish moss. The boy stumbled
over it in the darkness, landing face down in the mud.
Lifting his head, he Stared at the gaping six foot deep hole in front of him. It had the resemblance of a
freshly dug grave. At the bottom was an open bag oflime, probably there to make the bodies decay faster.
The moon came out of hiding and illuminated the cemetery once again. Picking the leaves off his
jersey, the boy stood up. He looked around and saw no decaying anns reaching oui for him, no
corpses chasing him, and no ghosts emerging from the clouds in the sky.
There was nothing at all scary about the situation. The boy wondered what could have inspired
such unfounded fear. "Just my imagination," he answered himself, turning around to leave.
The mud gave way beneath his feet, sending him plummeting to the bottom of the_open grave.
He grasped desperately forthe walls of dirt. The earth crumbled between his fingers. His cleats could
find no hold in the soft mud. In one final attempt to escape the pit, he dug his finger nails into the
dirt and pulled his face to the surface of the hole.
He peered over the edge of the grave and found himself facing the newly carved headstone. His
heart trembling, the boy examined the granite marker only to find it bearing a name very familiar
to him. It read, "Here lies the Savannah State Tigers. Welcome to UCF Homecoming 1991."
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Comedian Jay is on his wayArena ticket sales Still slow
by Marjie Levy and Jennifer Schutte
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.

With the homecoming concert a day away,
many tickets remain unsold. A great number
of seats are still available for the Jay Leno
performance at 9 p.m. in the Arena Friday
night.

•

"We did project the tickets being
sold out."

•

- Danielle Czjakowski
concert director

MURDER, HE WROTE
Horror flick murderer Jason, Shawn Thompson, sneaks up
on his victim, Keith Furguson, durtng Skit Night Tuesday.

The ticket sales and admission to the Jay Leno
concert are being done according to level. The
second level of seating went on sale Tuesday.
"Right now we have almost all the first level
seating sold," said Danielle Czjakowski, Campus
Activities Board concert director.
CAB expects the ticket sales to go like last
year's Taylor Dayne concert. The last of those
tickets were handed out on the morning of the
concert. To duplicate such results, students will
have to purchase all second level tickets today
and tomorrow.
"We didn't have a specific amount, but we did
project the tickets being sold out," Czjakowski
said. - - - - - · Tickets cost $7 for students, $10 for faculty
and alumni and $15 for guests and can be bought
at the KIOSK

•

•

Many tickets are still available for the Jay
Leno homecoming concert on Nov. 1.

•
•
•
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Strike up the band
.for .H omecoming '91
Kennedy is retired as the assistant to the president ofUCF.
''There are 40 years of service
"It's going to be the best pa- between the two of them," said
rade in the world!" proclaimed . Johnson.
The grand marshals will be
CAB's homecoming parade difollowed by the alumni, Gene
rector, Mike Johnson.
The Army ROTC will march McDowell, the football players,
througha16-footarchway,lead- the UCF Marching Knights,
ing the way for the other partici- Student Government and those
pants in the 1991 Homecoming Homecoming king and queen
candidates who donothavetheir
parade.
More than 30 floats and own floats.
The other candidates will be
spirit cars all decorated to the
Homecoming theme of "Tales in vehicles following behind the
From the Knightside" will pa- float of their respective organirade throughthe campus Fri- zations.
The parade viewing area will
day.
Following the ROTC will be be along Gemini Boulevard. The
the community grand marshal, parade will go past Polk Hall,
Republican Sen. Richard the front of the Administration
Crotty, District 14, and cam- Building and the parking lots
pus co-grand marshals Carrie next to the Visitor Information
Johnston
and Mildred Center.
The parade begins at 7 p.m.
Kennedy.
Afterwards, a shuttle serJohnston is retired from the
position of administrative as- vice will be provided from the
sistant to the vice president of parade to the Arena for the 9
p.m. Jay Leno concert.
student affairs.
by Jennifer Schutte

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jodi Gunder, Christina Santacroce and Jeff Destefano vote for king and queen this
week.The final results will be announced at the homecoming game Nov. 2.

Who will reign?
-

Knights will crown king, queen
by Kendra Panton
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCFs newest monarchs will
be crowned Saturday night at
the football game.
As the week ofhomecoming activities continues , so does the votr
ing for the 1991 King and Queen.
The preliminary voting last
week narrowed the 45 candi-

dates down to 10, five women Lipton (Alpha Delta Pi), ·Ron
Meaux (Lambda Chi Alpha),
and five men.
The women finalists are Erin David Overstreet (Pi Bet.a Phi),
Klapper (Delta Gamma), Jen- Mark Sutton (Sigma Phi Epsilon).
The final voting is being held
nifer Latran (Pi Beta Phi), Kelly
McAuliffe (Lambda Chi Alpha), this week. Students can vote at
Kendra Stewart (Sigma Phi Epsi- the Library or the SOL from 11
lon), Marci Villuneuva (Delta a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. Thursday and
Friday. The Library location will
Delta Delta).
The men finalists are Rick additionally be open from 5:30
Bollinger(Orient.ationTeam), Lee ·p.m. to 7:30 p.m. today.

Greek Park swings doors open
Fraternities, sororities invite alumni to come visit
by Jennifer Schutte
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Greeks are celebrating Homecoming week with their own personal
touch this year.
They will join in the homecoming
festivities by sponsoring a Greek Park
Open House on Nov. 1, lasting from 4
until 6 p.m.
All eight sororities and fraternities
in Greek Park will show their homecoming spirit by giving tours of their
houses and serving refreshments afterward.
The houses will be decorated with
banners made by the Greeks.
"The whole purpose is so people can
see what's going on.
We want-to get faculty, staff and
students out to the Greek Park area,"

said Greg Mason, director of Greek
affairs.
''We're looking forward to everyone
being there."
"This is especially for the Greek
Alumni, so they can come out and
see how their old houses have
changed.
We want them to come back and
meet old friends in Greek Park,"
said Gert Garman, coordinator of
the event and a Delta Gamma
alumna.
After the tours, the Greek ·alumni
will travel together to the parade viewing site.
''This is a homecoming tradition that
has been going on for years and years
and years at other universities, and we
want to start the tradition here,"
Garman said.

The Sigma Chi fraternity brothers construct their float entry for Friday's
7 p.m. parade that will go in front of the Administration '"'· •ilrHr o
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Fraternity pledges caught swiping lumber to build float ,
by Sandra Pedicini
STAFF REPORTER

UCF students have been caught steeling lumber twice in the past week - in
one case the students told police they
took lumber to build a fraternity homecoming float.
In the first incident, six UCF students
were caught taking wood from a construction site at 2:40 a.m. Sunday.
A UCF student who lives across the
street saw someone ioading what he
believed to be lumber into the rear of a
truck and called 911 .
A sheriffs deputy later spotted a jeep
full of lumber travelling northbound on
Rouse Road. The men told police they
were Sigma Alpha Epsilon pledges and
gave written statements in which they

admitted stealing the lumber to impress·
their soon-to-be fraternity br others.
The police had the men t ake th e lumber back to the scene and unload it, the report said.
The student s wer e Robert
P. Long, 19, Michael T. Kane,
23, PatrickJ. Fisher, 21, J ohn
L. Centrella, 18, ThomasJ. Scott,
20, and John P. Melnis, 18.
Greek Affairs Coordinator
Greg Mason said that "depending on the
cir cumstances," the students could possibly have to face their fraternity standards board, the Inter-Fraternity Council judicial board or the campus judicial
board for their actions;
·
None of the, students were arrested.
In a similar episode, an Orange County
Sheriffs deputy found two UCF stu-

and no scrap pieces. They also could not
identify the person who they said gave
them permission.
Both men said they were busy at
meetings during the day and they only
had time to get the wood at midnight.
The men said they were taking the
wood to build a loft for their room at the
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity house.
Orange County Sheriffs Office community police officer Deputy Steve
Buchanan warned that from now on the
sheriffs office plans to treat students
more severely when- they are caught
stealing from construction sites.
''We are requesting from here on out if
they are caught that they are prosecuted,"
he said. "We don't have time to deal with
this type of ridiculous nonsense. We are
talking about a felony."

dents stealing lumber from a construction site Monday shortly after midnight.
Kevin Staten, 19, and Michael Allen,
20, had already loaded 12
boards when a deputy saw
Staten's pickup truck parked
in front of4820LakeSharpDrive,
Lot 716, a residence under construction. The deputy saw lwnber sticking out of the truck bed.
The deputy then saw Staten
and Allen leave the residence and walk
toward the truck.
According to th e police r eport, the
men told th e deputy that someone had
told them they could take scrap wood on
the ground. However, the police report noted, they
had 12 foot sections of 2 inch by 8 inch
boards that were worth about $12 apiece

•

Budget ax swings again at UCF;

social work may be sliced next
by Michelle A. Woodruff
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A masters program in social
work may become the next vietim of budget cuts at UCF.
The department of social
work submitted a proposal to
the Board of Regents in September for approval of a Master
of Social Work degree program.
Money for the program was
available until the recent budget cuts, according to Kenneth
J. Kazmerski, chairman of the
social work department. Now
the department will have to look
tothecommunitytopaytheinitial
costs of the program, he said.
Start up costs for the pr ogram will t otal $270,896. During the secon d year, the program will become self-support-·
- ing, Kazmerski said.
Thedepartmentisaskingfor

donations from community so- the GRE, he added.
According to Kazmerski, a
cial agencies, corporations, students, alumni, faculty, staff and shortage of social workers exists locally. "Less than one-half
the public at large.
In addition to seeking dona- ,of the 385,000 jobs classified as
tions, the social work depart- social work jobs by the Bureau
mentis lookingforotherways to of Labor Statistics are occupied
raise money. The department by ·professionally educated sohas contacted 10 grant founda- cial workers," he said.
Only 3 percent of the social
t ions and is waiting for replies.
The College of Health and Pub- workers at HRS are actually
lie Affairs helped by holding a credentialed, Kazmerski added.
HRS is very supportive of the
phone-a-thon on Oct. 7 that
· raised $700 for the program, program, said Marlene Richmond, an HRS consultant.
Kazmer ski said.
According to Richmond, past
- Ifthe money is raised and the
degree is approved, the depart- applicants, no matter what their
mentwillbeginacceptingappli- degree, were required to have
cations in January for the fall of experience working with families before being hired. As an
1992.
''There are over 300 people on incentive for students to major
the waiting list, and we can only in social work, HRS will now
admit 25," Kazmerski said. Ap- waive the experience requireplicants will need a minimum
WORK continued page 7
3.0 GPA or a score ofl,000 on

LuncfiSpecial (Mon-Sat) from $3.25 w/ eggro{[ &friedrice
'Dinner Special (7 days a weefJfrom $5.25
w/wing, eggro[[, fried rice
'free eggro[[ w/any $10 purcliase -'Dinner On{y
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380-1084

Jlcross from 'UC'f

WAH LuM KuNG Fu
Presents An Afternoon of

Ku ng Fu Exhibition
Sunday, November 3, 1991
3: 00 PM

Show location:

University of Central Florida
$5.00 advanced
$6.00 at the door

Tickets Information:
Wah Lum Kung Fu Temple

•
•
•
•
•

Lion Dancing
Kung Fu Weapons
Martial Arts Gymnastics
Self Defense
Tai Chi Chuan

(407) 275-6177

•
•
•

Bring Friends ...
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

Belz Factory
Outlet World

OUTLET

Mall 2
363-4670

•

10% _3tUci8nt discount on regular merchandise with UCF ID

•

Sulran's · p a.La.ce

•

RESTAURANT
Middle Eastern Cuisine

•

Presents: Llve Arabic Band, Violin master and Faboulous

•

Singer Mr. Ali Ajrawi and his Band.
Including Belly Dancer.
$1 5 charge per person(regularly $25)
Including dinner, choice of Shish Kabob, Shish taw ook,
o r Kafta Kabob.
One appetizzer and a drink for each.

•

Great food. Nice Atmosphere.

Saturday November 2nd, 1991
Located on Hwy. 436 in the
Willshire Plaza
138 Willhire Boulevard

•

Casselberry, Florida 32707

•
For Reservation call:
( 407)339-3934
830-8588

•
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Plans to add 4th tloo.r to Union halt construction

)

floors for the Student Union
would have only allowed use for
25,000 students, but a fourth
The bulldozers have halted floor will be added to accommobecau8e of a glitch in the plans date for more student growth.
for the Student Union.
Beginning phases of work on
The original plan of three -the Student Union, located adby Jena Schillings

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may .
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll-need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

Wheels set .i n motion for more housing
On-campus student apartments may be ready by fa/11993
by

,)

Jl\THLETIC
ftVENUE
Homecoming Special

~
A I R

factors, according to Hartzler. For example, some
students will feel more accommodated hy residing on campus in a place that will be open year
For two years a proposal has been in the works round, instead of closing down during the breaks
at UCF for a new student housing facility on like most dorms do now. The complex will also
campus.
help solve the lack of housing problem by making
The new facility was suggested by former · new rooms for about 702 students.
UCF President Steven Altman. ''When Altman
The new facility will be.like apartments, confirst came to UCF, his goals were to get more sistingoffour bedrooms, two bathrooms, a kitchen
housing on campus," said Christi Hartzler, asso- and a living room. The propQsed yearly saving for
ciate director of Housing and Residence Life. "So, · a student living in the complex as opposed to an
he formed a housing committee."
apartment will be about $1,000.
It was this committee that came up with the
The new buildings will cost about $1 7 million.
proposal and, according to Hartzler, reality is This money will not be collected from state funds
about-to set forth.
or taxes, but instead from bonds that will be sold
Right now, UCF has very limited on-campus through the state.
housing. The school rooms about 900 students,
The Board of Regents will vote on the passing
while housing need is estimated to be about of these bonds on Nov. 1. If these bonds are
2,000 students.
approved, the complex could be finished by the
This new complex will satisfy many small fall of1993.

all merchandise w I

student faculty ID
Not valid with any other specials

Lake Fredrica Sq.
S. Semoran Blvd.
Wal-Mart Plaza
658- 1419

r-------------------,
. MARYLAND FRIED cmCKEN
OF UNION PARK

Buy 16 piece Buffalo Wings
Get 10 piece Bufflo Wings

FREE
Must present coupon. Limit one
per person
expires 12/31/91
9710 E HWY 50 • BETWEEN ECON & DEAN RD. ~

l!~~~O_: ~!~I!! ~~~R~ ~~ _!~C~~~J·

ECON RIVER
ANIMAL HOSPITAL
Complete health care for your pet

. 568-0724
15220 E. Colonial Drive
3 miles east of Alafaya Trail
on Hwy 50 at Bunker Hill Center

•Boarding
• Vaccinations
• Skin. disorders

Levy

25°/o off

Closest Athletic Store to UCF
Comer of Univ. Blvd. & 436
679-7678

)

M~rjoto

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
TOllFREE
1-800-423-USAF

.)

jacent to the Library, began in years or by the year 2000."
The architects who are workAugust. In order to add the fourth ing on the Student Union are
However, there has been a floor, they must wait for the from The Scott Companies. Arslight delay in the building be- Capital Improvement Trust chitect Dave Thomas said, 'We
cause a fourth floor has now Funds to build up.. These CIT have approval for phases one
come into the picture. Dr. John funds come directly from stu- and two, and we are waiting for
Bolte·, vice president of Admin- dent fees.
approval on phase three."
Director of Facilities PlanPhase three also involves a
istrationandFinance, said, 'We
had to delay the architect so ning Jerry Osterhaus said, ''We · 12,000 square foot banquet
that they could re-design due to are on hold at the Board of Re- room, a senate chamber and
the addition of the fourth floor. gents for approval of the. new . many multi-purpose rooms.
That way it win be ready for a contract in order to proceed with
"Construction has not yet
future date."
actual construction."
begun, but the site work should
He added, ''The completion of
'We want to break ground as be finished by the end. of Octothe fourth floor will be in five . soon as possible," he adde.d.
ber," Thomas said.

•Grooming
•Surgery
• Pet Supplies

Receive a complimentary bottle of flea
l. .·.__s_ham~oo with this ad at initial visit.

$3BUCKS
$3BUCKS
$3BUCKS

-----------------------------THAT'S RIGHT!!

ORDER ANY lARGE PIZ7A AT
REGUIAR PRICE AND RECEIVE
YOUR SECOND PIZ7A OF EQUAL
OR.LESSER VALUE FOR $3 BUCKS

-9\..~l,HY-~s
<Cl

''Where Quality Is A Tradition''
268~5555
Titusville

282-0505
Orlando

•NOT VALID WITH OTHER COUPONS·
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Police News

Bikes, decals favorite targets of thieves
by Sandra Pedicini

seat ofhis car parked on Gemini
Boulevard. According to the police report, Day had a plastic
A Great Escapes employee cup containing a liquid that
found the nack tire missingfrom smelled like alcohol in the car.
his bicycle Oct. 21.
The officer knocked on the winMark Frankenfield, 19, had dow and, after about three minparked his bike between the cool- utes, managed to wake him, the
ers located behind Great Es- report said. The officer also noted
capes at 11 :25 a.m. He parked that the car keys were still in
the bicycle there because he was the ignition.
late for work, the police report
After giving Day four sobrisaid. Around noon his manager, ety tests, the officer arrested
Ronald Tolf, came in the back door· him. The report said that a
and said someone had just taken breathalyzer test showed Day
the back tire.
to have a blood alcohol level
Tolf, 27, had parked behind between .136 and .130.
Great Escapes when he spotted
Day told police he had been
a red-rusty Corvette pull up. drinking beer and mixed drinks
Tolf told police he saw a white at Boomers and the Frat House.
male exit the vehicle and walk
• UCF student Donna Elliott
toward the back door of Great found her parking decal missEscapes. But because of his ing late last month after she
angle of view, Tolf said, he lost received a ticket for parking
sight of the man after he passed without a decal. She lost the
the first cooler. As Tolf contin- appeal ofher ticket because she
ued toward Great Escapes, he filed a police report on Oct. 23,
noticed that the door to the first after she appealed the ticket.
cooler was wide open. Then he
Parking services executive
saw the man exit from between assistant Ina Carpenter warns
the coolers with a bicycle tire in students who did not realize a
his hand. Tolf told police he decal was stolen from their car
asked the man, "Is that your and received a ticket for parktire?" The man said, "Yes."
ing without it that they should
In other police news:
file a police report immediately.
• A UCF student was ar"Ifsomeone waits for a month
rested· on campus and charged and a half and then says their
with driving under the influ- decal was stolen, then we have
·
ence of alcohol.
no time frame to work with," she
A police officer found Wesley said.
Day, 25, 661 Remington Oak
• Someone tried to steal a
Drive, Lake Mary, in the driver's bicycle belonging to UCF stuSTAFF REPORTER

dent ~d Wild Pizza employee
Natalie Cerniglia Oct. 24.
Cerniglia told police that she
parked her bike at the rear of
the Wild Pizza at about 7 p.m.
and started her shift in the
kitchen. She discovered the bicycle missing at about 8 :30 p.m.
Her co-worker, UCF student
Amy Simkaltis, 20, stepped out
the rear door of the Wild Pizza
and saw a man riding off with
Cerniglia's bike. When ·
Simkaltis called out, the man
got off the bike and started running away from her toward the
Commons area. ·
•Another bicycle was stolen
from a UCFbicycle rack Oct. 21.
UCF student Jessz Ray .
Hooker, 18, told the police he
had put his bicycle in the bike
rack and locked it with a chain
at 10:30 p.m. When he returned
at 11:10 p.m., he found it was
gone. The chain had apparently.
been cut, the police report said.
•A woman's purse and wallet containing $140 was found
missing Oct. 22.
Debra Leonard, 23, told police that at 8:15 a.m. she had
stopped at an ATM machine to
withdraw $140. She then went
to class and set her bookbag,
containing her purse, in front of'
her under her desk. She left her
desk twice during class, once to
sharpen her pencil and again to
tum in her test papers. After
class she found the purse and
wallet missing.

NEW LOOK
UCF band members wear their new uniforms at a
football game last Week.

(Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

U.P.S - FEDEX - PACK/SHIP

WORD PROCESS I NG ~ FAX
WESTERN UNION ETC. ETC. ETC.
10
MAIL BOXES ETC. 657-7070
10151 UNIVERSITY (AT DEAN)

~

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

Need Money Next Semester?
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
$ Billions $ in Private Funds Available
American Scholarship Assistance Program can Help

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
For FREE information call 679-ASAP
Guaranteed Results no GPA or Financial need required

,,....-------------------------------.. r--------------------,
FREE
Buy a Single Waffle or a
Small Yogurt Waffle & get
the Second one Free
expires11/11/91

Good only at University & Alafaya location

L- -A~~~~m-~~ (~e_:! ~ !!~~~!8!2__ .J

U. C.R PEGATHON
5K Run and Fitness Walk
Homecoming '91

November 2, 1991
9:00 AM - Lak~ Claire, UCF
Join your friends for a n1orning of fun, food,
and fitness.
Live Music
Drawings
'I'-Shirts
Information at UCF vVellness Ce.nter
82:3-584t

if you have experienced downtime ...

now experience

uptime
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SG gives $345 to engineering society for"induction
by Rebecca Falcon

Induction will bring national recognition to UCF

STAFF REPORTER

UCF's Chi Eta chapter of the Civil
Engineering Honor Society set a precedent by earning induction privileges into the National Chi Epsilon
chapter.
Chi Eta member Sen. Edith Patton
presented a bill to Stude.nt Government during Sunday's ·meeting that
(J requested $345 from the Senate Working F_u nd for induction and ceremonial
fees. The bill was passed by a vote of
(-~ 30-3.
In opposition of the bill, Sen. Gary
Marlar said, "I don't think we should
be paying for ceremonial fees."
Marlar compared Chi Eta's induc-

tion ceremony to that ofa Greek fraternity or sorority because both organizations use robes and blindfolds.
He added that Greek members are
responsible for their national
induction fees and that Chi
Eta members should share
the same responsibility.
Patton defended Chi Eta,
saying that fraternities are
social organizations whereas
Chi Epsilon is a service organization. Also defending Chi.Eta were
officers, Linda Danserean, secretary,
and Kathy Dobbins, marshal.
Dobbins said that fraternities and

nition from Chi Eta. Addressing the
senators, Marlar asked; "I've never
heard of Chi Eta. Have you?"
sororities are selective in choosing their
In rebuttal, one senator reminded
members. "Chi Eta is not selective," Marlar that SG had recently passed a
Dobbins said.
bill allocating $1,000 to flag football.
Dobbins andDanserean argued that ''How much national recognition will
Chi Eta's induction into a UCF receive from flag football?" he
·
national chapter would bring said.
national recognition to UCF.
Joining the senator in his pro deHowever,Sen. RohertPark, bate, SG Pro Temp, Don Langley urged
an engineering student, op- the senators to pass the bill. "This is .
posed the bill saying, "I think great. Engineering will be recognized
it's a bad spending policy." nationally," Langley said
All students are encouraged to at"The total cost is $1,645
·and we're only asking for $345," tend the SG meetings at 3 p.m. every
Danserean said.
Sunday. Student government repreMarlar and Park both said they felt sentatives are there to hear students'
UCF would not receive national recog- complaints.

WIIL PAY FOR YOUR COLIEGE

,. ..

• No matter what your grades or family income!
•That's what many rich college -funding sources ar~ promising- to DELIVEfl!
·• You get not just one or two, but atleast 6 sources to pay your college
costs!
• Or you owe us nothing.
Call Harr Ouncan ,Scholarshi Consultant
407 249-3771
l.·'·;·· ..... ·· .... « ""•-. .
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ment ifthe applicant has a BSW
or an MSW degree.
She added that HRS has
signed an agreement with university deans state-wide to work
closely on the curricula for social work departments.
Kazmerski said, ''The mission of the proposed MSW program at UCF is to reduce the
impact of urban social problems
on families and individuals.
''Without external support
from the community, the program will be delayed by two or
more years or possibly never
implemented."

Don't
go out
without
your

rubbers.
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· We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
about AIDS.
If you're not sharing
needles with infected
drug user's, there's one
other way you can get
AIDS, and that's sex.
Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
semen, anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines
against AIDS. There are
no cures for it.
,
And if you get, you'!:°
likely die.
So if you choose to
have sex, be sure to
carry condoms and tell
your partner to use
rhem.
Lai"s face it i·f a woman
d6esr1't look out for
herself, how can she be
surel

aDnysoneA~~ei~~?

A

says no,
soc.an you.

If you think you
can't get it you're
. dedd wrong.
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To~gue-tied

or how
to be a Politically
Correct person~ty

T

~AY LE'NO. ..
FIR5-T PAY OfTRE

o be politically correct or not to be politically

MONTH OF NOVEMEtl<
I~ Tti£ YEAR Of
19q I A.J/. WE woU~
LIKE -ro ...

C?~rect, that is the '90s question. Most poli-

.
. ticiru:s, lawyers and general people involved
m the pubhc eye seem to be quite overwrought as
to whether their actions or those represented are
being politically correct.
What exactly does POLITICALLY CORRECT
mean?
Politically correct refers to whether an action
(whether spoken, ·acted out or just thought of) is
offensive to ANY sect in society. This can be rather
difficult for politicians to meet EVERY group's
needs and as a result, the American public is
witness to perhaps the beginning of the failure of
the American government.
Some would say that this is a bit stringent, but
consider the ramifications ofwhat has turned into
an epidemic.
Lawyers have begun to use this in court. Hate
crimes are givengreateremphasis than the crimes
that are the same heinous offense because ofwhat
someone calls a crime against a certain group. It
is just as despicable to mutilate a body in the name
of their -race as to do the crime in an act of blind
aggression. Mutilation is mutilation, there can be
no second.
Public figures, such as talk show hosts and
actors have suddenly taken up issues which they
claim to have been concerned with from the beginning, it is just now that they chose to act. If ev,ery
one is to be politically correct, then no one will ever
have an opinion. To restrict our entertainers is not
only boring, but also very tedious to watch. An
example of this ludicrious attitude is Jane Fonda
and her recent speaking out on the Braves name.
Politicians should not try to appeal ·to every
· minority group. The majority voted our representatives and, as a result, one should not restrict
them to covering every aspect. This causes wishy- ·
washy politics as well as no real decisions ever
being made.
No one ~ver suggested that lobbying should
stop, but rather the term and actions of being
politically correct are too restrictive. The public
should make an active effort to help our politicians
overcome this shortcoming.
There is no way to end bigotry other than to
educate the masses. For politicians to please everyone, they hurt everyone. To punish people for
words, which may be considered uncouth as well
as politically not correct, then everyone should be
locked up. For people to walk a tight rope with
every group proves nothing(ie. the Native Americans vs. the Braves).
The world is full of hate and no one has the
market on it, so lets not ad as though we can
eradicate human failing. Bu,t rather let us keep
trying to keep perspective when trying, convicting
and hanging a man for words.

Show school spirit,
go to Hom~coming!
The Central Florida Future would like to
encourage students to attend the Homecoming
game against Savannah State. The more students that attend the game, the more school
spirit they will generate. So take the day off, get
into your UCF duds and come join the party at
the Citrus Bowl.
_ We'll see .you at the game!
News Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Confetti/Collage Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager

Heidi Ste.iner
Jamie Johnson
·Jocelyn Jepson
Bridget Clark
J.C. Smith
Charles K. Morrow
Brian M. Wente
Roy J. Fuoco
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Letters
boys concert and the Jerry Seinfeld cause. This is not the case.
• MISINFORMATION
The vast majority of anti-abor- ~
Concerts. There have actually been
Editor:
As an advisor to the 1991 Home- more concerts that the students tionists do not approve of the use of
violence and illegal activities in the
coming Committee, I think it would have had to pay for than not.
be appropriate to respond to your 4. There is no reduction in Home- name of a good cause. In fact, major
Oct. 8 editorial concerning this coming events. Actually there are organized anti-abortion groups, such
more events, including the Scav- as Right to Life, do not claim any
year's Homecoming Concert.
I knew we would be receiving enger Hunt, Homecoming Hoopla association with, or give support to
some criticism concerning the con- and Thursday community service radical splinter groups that see fit to '
take the law into their own hands.
cert, and it was one of the discus- project.
sion items during the Activity and 5. Except for the placement of the Unfortunatelyactivities .such as
Service Fee Committee meetings scoreboard, the UCF Arena is fin- counseling and education are not conlast spring. The decision was made ished and ready for Homecoming. sidered newsworthy by the media
Secondly, Louis goes on and on
It is naive to think we will ever
to provide the best entertainment
at the best possible price. Instead be able to accommodate the needs, about "women's rights" and "degraof spending all of our money at one wants and schedules of every stu- dation." When pro-abortionists talk
time, we thought the students dent. It is also naive, and selfish, to about rights under the Constitution,
would appreciate having more think you must get something right they are forgetting that those rights
quality entertainment throughout nowforthefeesyoupaynow. That's do not include harming another perthe year, even ifit meant charging not the way it is. Ifit was, we would son. A baby in the womb is just as
a minimal admission fee. I know not be able to get the facilities we ALIVE as a baby that has passed
as the year progresses and other have or are getting like the Activi- through the birth canal, and aborshows are produced, you and stu- ties Center (Wild Pizza), Arena and tion destroys that life. ·Louis speaks 1·
dent body will agree we made the Student Union. These were and are of the potential emotional trauma'of
being paid by former students, cur- women who would have to follow
correct decision.
I think you should be applaud- rent students and future students. through with their pregnancies, but
ing the efforts of hundreds of stu- I think our students know this and what of the trauma of women who
dents involved with CAB 'i nstead appreciate the hard work the people would have to follow through with
they entf!Iste.d with this responsi- their pregnancies, but what about
of undermining their work.
bility have done for them. There is the impact of wholesale destruction •.
Misinformation:
of human life?
1. Homecoming is not solely a stu- no such thing as a free ride.
As for the very few women who
dent event. This year we have a
pregnant by rape, I sympabecome
Victor Collazo
show that has wide appeal and
thize
with
them wholeheartedly, but
Director, UCF Arena
will be successful both through
it
is
unthinkable
to justify the milattendanceandfinanCially.lnfact,
lions of abortions performed each and
it is the additional revenue from • LIFE IS Lll=E
every year, on the grounds that it will '·
these other non-students which Editor:
In response to the letter to the cause trauma to a few women. Can the
will be helping to fund other proeditor,
writtenbyJeanLouis which child, which is an innocent result of a
ductions held in the UCF Arena
appeared in the Oct. 1 7 issue of the heinous crime committed against the
and in the Student Center.
woman, be blamed and destroyed?
2. The 1986 and 1987 concerts Future:
. The underlying causes behind
I would like to· point out that
were not produced by CAB or SG.
abortion
are ignorance, irresponsiThey were privately produced and Louis' reasoning has some very funbility,
greed,
and insensitivity, and it is -<
damental flaws. First, Louis has
.lost huge amounts of money.
3. It is not unusual for students to assumedthatthemajorityofpeople the time for us to consider what we are
pay for Homeco~ing concerts. are against abortion are identified going to reap from this bloody harvest.
UCF· students paid for the Or- with the radical, militant moveTammie Wright
leans concert, David Brenner con- ments that employ illegal activichemistry
cert, Robert Klein concert, Bus- ties, andharassment tofurther their
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Confession ruins pot-smoking writer's political future
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?
smoke dope.
Or rather, I used to, but the market being what
it is, I have since given that up.
At any rate, I confess to having been an active
grass-smoker for years.
There - I have completely destroyed my political future, or any hopes of attaining a seat on the
Supreme Court.
Which brings me to my point: Self-confession
.. seems to have become apolitically vogue thing for
today'saspiringpoliticalcandidatesorappointees.
I think it all started when Jimmy Carter admitted
to Playboy magazine that he had ''lusted in his heart."
Now it seems that every time someone comes up
for a governmental office or post, there is this
sudden cleansing of the soul from past sins. Now,
every baby-boomer at the age of house and insur-

I

ance payments is finding himself(or herself) in a
position where confession becomes necessary.
And every one of those admitting to marijuana
use in their foolish past has maintained that it was
only once or twice, but no more. This is a posture
that is increasingly popular, not only on television
panel hearings but on the highways and byways
and elevators of everyday life.
In fact, most of what is heard these days is even
purer than the stance ofcasual use. More and more
people in their 30s and 40s insist that, while they
saw others smoking in their youth, they themselves never ever got involved in the activity.
It is especially curious in light of these facts:
according to the public relations office of the DEA,
federal officers confiscated and destroyed about
2.5 million plants in 1982. That number went up to
3.3 million in 1983, then zoomed exponentially out
of sight every year thereafter (13millionin1984,
39 in '85 and a whopping 130millin1986).
Let us, for the sake of argument, say the DEA
nailed·2.5 million plants annually. These figures

do not include activity taking place at the city,
·s tate or other legal levels that exist.
Now, let's say that one pl&nt will yield- oha half pound of grass.
This means that since, by its own admission, the
DEA is only able to get to 10 to 20 percent of the
marijuana sold, about 10 million plants are escaping detection each year, or five million pounds.
Going by these loosely figured numbers, that
means that between 'the years 1969 and 1975,
those years when all these new puritans were
witnessing (but not partaking) in marijuana use,
someone, somewhere somehow indulged in about
25 million pounds of weed. .
Where did all this grass go?I mean, I was active and
all butlknow I didn't blow all that much. Yet according
to everyone else even slightly related to that time
period, they NEVER had more than a joint or two.
Is it still out there somewhere? And can it still
be purchased at 1970 prices?
· Please let me know; I'd be very interested in
locating all this mysteriously vanished herb.

Sammy Sloth

R. K. S.

MAN, THEY PUT so

OoN'i E\IEN THIN
ABOU\ IT!

uc~ Eft\PHASJS ON

MAV ING A M/l:J'OR,,"
ORIGINALLY, T WAS
IN CRlM!NAL :lUSTIL'f

ANYWAY, MY LIFE I'D O~LY BE HALFEXPECTANCY~ ONLY WAY TO A D_
EGREE,
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Last week's question: What is the most important qua1iflcation for the new
UCF president?
"I think that he should have UCF's best
interests in mind. I think that the school
itself should be the most important issue."

"I would have to say that it would be
someone who could communicate well
with the students ... as well as someone
who would listen to our point of view and
not just the staff's."

- Jinjoo McGarth

-Fred Anderson

elementary education

electrical engineering

'The president seems inactive with
students... I guess he should be more
involved with the students and wl?at their
needs are. Maybe he could spend more
time with the regular students on campus."

"We need someone to look to expand
the college without cutting classes. I
think it would be better if he was from a
larger school. Also, [he should have} a
reasonable amount of experience in
administration."

-:-Tara Ulmer

liberal studies

-Jeff Sarver

nursing

This week's question:

Would you change the Homecoming
week ·and if so, how?
Call The Central Florida Future's hotline with your view at 823-3956

-

\\
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Thurs. 4pm ATQ I Football vs. DC I
10:3Clpm. ATQ I Voffeyball vs. DC.I. Sat.
Bus leaves @ 3pm for pre-game with
LU. Post-Party @ the Sig Ep house.
Elvis, getyourrubbersheets ready. ITOD
ALPHA DEL TA Pl
-AMI •·s TIKA!! We can't wait to win
Homecoming with you!! It's going to be a
scream!! Girls, don't forget_to come out
and help build the winning float!! PKA &
MTI#1 !!!
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Pledges_- Thanks for the great fiesta.
Brothers - Softball tourn. was a home
run. _Shelley and Committee thanks for
all the extra work. Terrific speaker last
Sun. - Who wants to go get a suntan?
Get psyched for Homecoming! See you
at Happy Hour Fri. - You know where .
Have a Happy Halloween.
DELTA TAU DELTA
Brent Shaw has been banned form
downtown elevators + Irish Pubs by
the Division of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Urination!!
Steve, you are a stud!!
We are Hyped about Homecoming
with the Scholarship House. We will
tailgate before the game and party at
the shelter after.
Pledges, are you doing yow interviews? The longer you wait the harder
signatures are to garner!!
Damn proud to be a DELT!! YO ATA!!
. KAPPA DELTA
Happy Halloween Everyone! Keep selling your magazines. Only 6 weeks till Xmas Dance! Good Luck Lisa P. DC
Sweet•. There are now TALES when it
comes to KA & DC for Homecoming! Go
Knights

1

PHI DELTA THETA
Service project tonight at 5:30pm. Parade is tomorrow at ?pm. Tailgate party
before football game, Sat. 4pm Foot is
$5. "$"is back, if but for one game! See
ya! D2BG

October 31, 1991
build the GROOVY float!! Come out today at 5:00 to watch the GROOVY ZTA
football team play AM. Our GROOVY
pledges are psyched for their service
project with TIKA pledges! Everyone
have a GROOVY weekend!! Attitude
check- ZETA's #1 _!!I
WOOLM
Well it's been a year and I just want you
to know how great it has been and also
how happy I am. We've had a lot of good
times and have made some great memories. Thanks and don't forget that I love
you. Love, TOMASSO.

Cl.US INFO
AIR FORCE ROTC
Congratulations to Capt. Smith for receiving and Air Force commendation
medal. Also, we would like to wish
congrats to Sgt. Dennehy for his 3rd
Manager of the Year nomination.
A.A MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
12-1pm STUDENT CENTER BLDG
ROOM 211
Geta taste of Italy! Meet new people and
learn about our culture. No need to be
Italian. For more info. Meetings every
Monday at 3pm in Education Bldg . Rm.
120. Hope to see ya!

ROOMMATES
Wanna Live in Cha them Landings? Own
bedroom, your own bathroom , pool,
raquetball, exercise room . $300 a month
+ 1/2 utilities. Please call 381-2658 and
leave a message.
We need a roommate for a LARGE
HOUSE in Park Manor. Garage, patio,
and fireplace. $260 a month plus your
share of the utilities. Call Matt at 3829427
Howell Branch Rd. Area, 2 bdrm 2 bath
furnished except bedroom , male or female, $260 per month+ 1/2 all util. 6794990

FOR RENT

HEl.P WANTED

TUTORS

Clean 2 story townhouse for rent! 2 bedroom/2 bath. Walk to school. Backs up to
Lake/Preserve I All appliances, including
washer/dryer, microwave, and dishwasher. $450 per month. Call John at
886-9579

RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERSFROM3-7AM$7 PER HR CALL
297-3715

LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT NCLEX
TEST YOUR BEST. Nations Largest
Test Prep. 150 Centers. 53 years Experience. 1 milewestofUCF. Kaplan Educational Center 273-7111.

Apartment for rent excellent location,
University Blvd+Alafaya Trail, walk to
school, 2b/2ba $440/mo. For info. call
Jerry 321-7343 or 1-800-777-4366 ext
839.
NEEDED: Responsible female dog lover
to share 2BR duplex $250/mo. utilities
included. Clean, quiet, mostly furnished,
washer/dryer, all kitchen gadgets, cable,
and more .. 2 miles from UCF. CALL
DANA 678-4395
ROOMFORRENT-3/2HouseinAlafaya
Woods Female Pref.-Call Joan-365-1006
Rooms For Rent- 5 miles East - NS ND
Large Home.' $65/wk 568-3499
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. '
657-1967

FOR SALE
Laptop Compu.ter 1MEG RAM, 2 floppies, modem, backlite, $350 679-0167
286 AT, 640K, 20MEG HD, 5 1/4 floppy,
mono $525 ROB 679-0167
Beautiful Full Length Sofa. $65. Call
695-4319-Leave Message
Airline Tickets Orlando to New York OneWay on Dec. 11 $100 each 382-6567

l •.

ATIENTION: Excellent income for home
assembly work. INFO. 504-646-1700.
DEPT. P307

SAT ACT GRE GMAT CLAST PREP.
. Educators, Not Just Tutors. General
Need several Business and Marketing Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment'
students or Enterprising individuals F/ Flexible Clasoos 249-4070
PT Flex to help market Business AdverSPANISH TUTORING CALL MARIA
tising specialties. 249-0882.
282-9872 BETWEEN 1 TO 3; AFTER
N.S.A.P. seeks campus rep. 4 hours per 9PM ALSO WEEKENDS
week. Great pay. No selling. Call Aaron
LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course
1-800-937-1797.
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300 or (904)426-0400

WANTED

Lead Guitar, Bass, Drummer to play
from Buffet to Clapton. Call Derek 3848953 If nothing else for fun.

SERVICES
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Lower rates . Quality instruction. Can
teach all ratings. Contact Kyle at 8764640 or Shelly at 380-7150
College Funding-Guaranteed! !
Grads I Undergrads I Potential Students
- We match students to private sector
scholarships nationwide. Call 1-800-6699419 for FREE info .
AMERJCAN DENTAL PLAN
Several no-charge procedures, as low
as $55.20 a year. Call Bob at 644-5500
or leave message where to send brochure.

Desk - 6 drwr, good cond., $50, two
comfi, clean recliner/rockers, $45 each
382-8142 or 671-0950

AUTOS

RAISE $500.. $1000 ..$1500
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
for your fraternity, sorority team or other
campus organization. Absolutely no investment required!
Call 1-800-950-8472 ext.50

LONEl.Y•'S
<,

Singles Date Line local or across US 1900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs.

CARPOOi.
TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy at
679-4006.

Wendy ... I know who you are, but you
don't know me. Bring your sexy cute
Warner Brother body to OZ .... This is no
joke, I will make you want me.

I"'

WP.EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

For sale 1984 Honda Nighthawk 650
shaft driven, low maintenance bike 2
helmets, cover, and much more $700
OBO Call 677-6670 for info.

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Toyota Celica '80 4sp runs & look good
115K reliable new tires brakes and clutch
many extras $875 365-3991

Fast* Professional* Accurate

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Roommate wanted to share house $354 87 Mustang LX Hatchback Automatic
Halloween & Homecoming is here! net> a month plus one half utilities located in PWR windows-locks air conditioning new
& r<t>E are having a blast. This weekend
Winter Springs Call Laura or Linda 699- tires new paint (w/warranty) 4-cyl engine
blue int/ext excel. cond. $3900 (nego6150
.
is jamming. Parade, Jay Leno, Alumni
tiable) Call 281-7994
weeken.d, Game, Party w/ ATQ, Golf
tourni, & Ritual. Good luck Mark &· $220/mo for room in 2bdr apt. near UCF
Kendra.
$100 dep+rental agreement. Call Jim 87 Honda Prelude 5spd. new brakes,
clutch and A/C. Pull out stereo and enkei
380-8609.
rims incl. $5,990 Call 671-0865
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
TKE vs. AXA at 4. All brothers of TKE, M/F Roommate to share 3 BD 2 BA
House 10 minutes to UCF. Microwave, . GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from
Ia:, and FIJI the float is atthe FIJI House.
stove,
screened porch, garage. Non $100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes.
After game party at Kl: house. FOB is
King. LAE, did you steal wood to build smoker. $255/mo +113 utilities. 677_5036 Chevys. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805
962-8000 Ext.S-4628
your house too! S.A.Y.L.
3 Bedroom 2 Bath House Furnished
Suncrest Village
ZETA TAU ALPHA
'86 Honda CRXAir Condition Very Clean
Word of the Week- GROOVY! Everyone $230 month +1/3 utilities
Slight Problems Call 823-4230·
come out tonight to the, AXA Quad to
Call 644-7082 Leave message

Earn $2500 & Free Trips Selling Spring
Break Packages To Bahamas, Mexico,
Jamaica, Florida! Best Trips & Prices!
Spring Break Travel 1-800 638-6786.

PERSONALS

WORDMASTERS 277-9600

VW Bus 1977-Runs strong-New starter/
ignition/exhaust/battery-recently tunedgreat beach-mobile-$1200/0BO Call.
275-1071

OTHER

SCHOLARSHIPS! No Gimmicks. RENAISSANCE: 1-800-677-9072, Ext. 92.

Pool table almost new-have no room in
new apt - Must go! Call 678~0405.

Maletoshare4BR/2BA house inAlafaya
woods (Oviedo). Wash/Dry, TV VCR &
$325/mo. including Util. 365-1650'

Pl BETA PHI
Happy Halloween! Besides us having
one of the most awesome Homecomings ever, it's just another reason to . Room in 3bd/2ba new home. Pool, Tencelebrate! LU & AT.Q Sat. will be a blast! nis, Wash/dryer, fireplace, all amenities.
;rIB<t> & l:ct>E #1 & we know it.
Non-Smoker, male, serious student.
$275+ 1/3. 366-5309
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Here we go MTI, it's time to get busy M/F to share condo 2BR/1 BA $240 per
and show the rest of the Greeks what a mo/dep. & 1/2 util 260-8338 or leave
great time can be had while still working message 628-0048 15 min. to UCF
hard! Let's do it! Attention UCF, Woodser
is now Nov. 23. PROMISE.
Male or Female Wanted To share Apt.
$220. month + 1/2 utilities Fox Hunt
SIGMA CHI
Lanes Call Eric 281-1536
DC and KA are taking no prisoners!! Lip,
Sync was great! Our float is definitely a Rooms for Rent-3Bdrm House. Furstep ahead of the rest! Tailgate w/ KA nished. Ten Minutes from UCF! $300 for
and our Alumni Sat.@ 4:00. DC-as bad all util/month . per room - non-smoker
as we wanna be!!!
clean, sex?-M or F 273~098 ASAP***
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Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429
TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51
Accurate I Affordable Cindy I 365-4863
PRO WORD PROCESSING
We Can Do Anything You Want
No Job is Too Large or Too Small
Affordable - -Fast - Accurate
24 HRS. 7 DAY/WK
HOT LINE: 407-423-8078
Ask About Our Limited Special Offer
Word Processing Wordperfect 5.1 6774029
THE WRITE STUFF Professional Computer/Laser Typing: Papers, Graphs,
Resumes, Manuscripts, 24 hrs. Reasonable. 297-3545.
Complete Typing I WP Services Fast All
Executive Services 2431 Aloma #226
671-4414

America Needs Industrial Engineers to
improve quality of products & services,
expand manufacturing capabilities and
increase productivity of our worl<force.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGiNEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD degrees in IE. CallNisit Mr. Fernandez or
Dr. Mary Danz at 823-2204 for more info.
Mr. Fernandez and Dr. Mary Danz will
tell you everything you always wanted to
know about majoring in Industrial Engineering - but were afraid to ask! Call
them for info at 823-2204
JDS"...Then Peter approaching asked him,
"Lord, if my brother sins against me, how
often must I forgive him? As many as
seven times?" Jesus answered, I say to
you, not seven times but seventy-seven
times." (Matthew 18, 21-3)-1 will always
kee·p you in my heart, JT

...

'

Yoo-Hoo! MIKE join me for a boat on
Friday. Hope you can make it. Boat's on
me! GARR! ALMA
LADIES
Earn extra money modeling, alone or
with girlfriend, must be attractive with
good figure. Discreation assured by generous photographer. Send PIP T&M Box
2135 Bunnell, FL32110Thankyou, Ted
May

•
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VOLLEYBALL

whileplayingthe sport they love.
''The· next year, we were the
only two Americans to play in
_ collegiate career at Utah State the Brazilian tour," Smith said.
and the the University of Ken- "From there, both of us went to
tucky where she had estab- professional beach volleyball.•
lished herself as an All-Ameri- She played beach volleyball the
year before but after that was
can.
Kirby grew up in Brooklyn, my first year. Karolyn had an
Massachusets, and began play- immediate impact on the sport,
ing volleyball as a freshman in although her first year on the
beach tour was like mine. The
h~gh school along with basketball and softball. For Kirby, game is a lot different."
athletics ran in the family .
The combination ofKirby and
"My brothers played college her teammate Angela Rock has
basketball at small colleges," led to a number one ranking on
Kirby said. ''My little sister was the tour, which runs from April
more of a cheerleader type, through August. The total purse
though." ·
for the league was $800, 000 and
After leavingcollege, Kirby's will rise to up to $1 million this
hope was to represent the year. ·
United States in the Olympics .
From the perspective of a
but personality conflicts with longtime friend, Smith believes
the U.S. Olympic coach led her that Kirby's greatest assets as a
to go professional instead.
player are inseparable from her
''What I want~d was to go to strengths as a person.
the Olympics," Kirby said." I'd
"As a player, she's 6 foot and
say the decision to go pro was not a klutz," Smith said. "She
an extremely difficult one."
can jump 40 inches, so she's very
Kirby and Smith played to- explosive. God did not gift me as
gether for the second time with he did Karolyn, but she encourthe New York Liberties in the ages me. There's a certainty ofber
first professfonal women's vol- life skills. She doesn't have to prove
leyball league in the· United herself to you.
States. The league lasted from
''The next step for all of us is
1987-1989.
trying to get beach volleyball as
From there, Smith and Kirby an event in the Olympics and
continued to stick together other then that the Pro Tour."
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SPEND 25.00 SAVE 1.25
•

SPENO 50.00 SAVE 5.00
SPEND 7·5.00 SAVE 11.25

•

SPENO 100.00 S-AVE 20.-00
•
OISC.Ol.INT NOT AVAILABLE

....

ON SALE ITEMS

ATTENTION CLUBS &ORGANIZATIONS LEADERS

Acr Now,.OR LosE YOUR ¥oNEY!
Clubs and Organizations will, starting DECEMBER 1st,
1991, need an Employee Identification Number (EIN) ,
from the Internal Revenue Service before receiving
funding from Student Government. _
ACT NOW:

It takes 4-5 weeks
to get the number
from the IRS.

~--..-...&..... QU.ESTIONS:of technical nature should
'-l

Activity and Service Fee

be referred to the IRS. If the IRS.
cannot help you, please contact
the Comptroller's Office at 8232191.

It is the sole responsibility of the organization to prove to Student·
Government that it has an EIN. Provide the SG Comptroller and the SG .
Accountant with copies of correspondence from the IRS or notifica/ tion from the club or organization's nati~nal office.

~
...~
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Look ForA&SFFunding Information in December!
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Knights set to halt skid by stomping Savannah State
Homecoming game gives football team chance to rebound
by Dave Meadows
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF Knights will return to the friendly confines of the Florida Citrus Bowl this weekend looking
to end one streak while extending another.
Coach Gene McDowell and company will be trying
to snap a two-game losing skid by winning their fifth
consecutive Homecoming contest.
While most collegiate football programs traditionally schedule a weak team in order to guarantee a
Homecoming win, the Knights will have their work cut
out for them against a pesky squad from Savannah
State College.
"It'~ going to be a good, tough game," McDowell said
in practice earlier this week. "Savannah State is big on
both sides of the ball, both offense and defense, and
we're going to have to play well in order to beat them."
The Knights played well in last weekend's loss to
Georgia Southern, but came out on the short end of a
20-6 score.
·
"I'm relieved that we played as well as we did,"
McDowell said, ''but I'm disappointed that we lost.
"I'm not upset with our players at all; they played as
hard as they could and there wasn't any loafing going
on out there. I'm not angry about it, just disappointed."
Both teams will be looking to reboun.d from losses
from last weekend; SSC is coming off a tough 42-34
defeat by Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference rival Morehouse.
"I just hope that we can bounce back this week," said
Tigers head coach Bill Davis. "I know UCF is coming.
off a tough loss to Georgia Southern, they want to
bounce back, and they're playing with a lot of pride."
The Knights, as usual, will rely on the legs ofWillie
English to move the football.
·
The junior running back crossed the 1,000 yard
plateau last week with a 120 yard effort against GSU;
he needs only 239 more yards to match former Knight
Mark Giacone's single-season record ofl ,269 yards set
in 1990.
"He's the best back we've faced all year," Davis said.
"He's capable of scoring from anywhere on the field.
We're gonna have to gang tackle him in order to stop
him.
''Watching him for us is kinda like that Rolaids
commercial where the baseball catcher is watching
·
films of Rickey Henderson."
Davis apparently believes that the best defense
sometimes is a good offense.
''We'd like to try and control the ball on offense and
keep him [English] off the ·field," Davis said. "Our
offensive scheme will be just to try and move the
football and maintain possession."

UCF is averaging 370 yards a game with 200 yards passing
and 170 yards On the ground. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE) Davis will rely heavily on quarterback Greg Leverett
to successfully operate his multiple-option attack and
keep the Knights' offense off the field.
Leverett has completed 37 of 91 pass attempts this
season for 536 yards, six touchdowns and four interceptions.
He has also gained 446 yards rushing on 84 carries
and scored seven TD's on the ground, leading SCC to a
5-3 record.
"He's an outstaridi"ng quarterback," McDowell said.
." He's tall, he's fast, he's got a good arm and he's a good
ruru1er."
The Knights and the Tigers have shared only two
common opponents this season.

UCF and SCC defeated Bethune-Cookman 32-6
and 35-20, respectively; the Tigers also fell to Georgia Southern, 29-20.
With four losses, the Knights have been effectively erased from the NCAA Division I-AA playoff
picture, but still have a lot of pride left to play for.
''The morale oftht team is good," McDowell said.
"We've still got three tough games left to play; we're
just gonna take 'em one ata time and we want to win
this one."
The game will mark the Knight's fifth meeting
with the Tigers with UCF winning the last four
meetings after suffering a 44-0 blowout to the· Tigers in 1980.

Volleyball team puts

Volleyball pro
practices.with
Lady Knights

fear in Stet.son, FAMU
by Jenny Duncanson
STAFF REPORTER

October is a scary month,
and the UCF Lady Knights
volleyball team has been striking fear in the hearts of its
opponents.
On Oct. 24, UCF traveled to
·DeLand to scare the Stetson
Lady Hatters into losing. UCF
won in thre~ straight games,
15-8, 15-7 and 15-10.
The Lady Knights then re-·
turned to 0-town on Saturday
to bury Florida A & M University. Again, they accomplished
the task in three straight
games.
UCF has haunted the Lady
Hatters all season. The teams
have played two individual
matches and met in two
invitationals. Every meeting
between the two teams has resulted in a victory for the Lady
Knights. Stetson was on their
home court and looking for
Knight blood, but UCF would

not oblige.
UCF had 34 kills for the
evening and nine serve aces.
Lisa Peterson led theteam with
kills and Kathy Fill accounted
for four o( the. serve aces.
The Florida A & M Rattlers
came to UCF for soine "treatiilg," but the Lady Knights had
"tricks" up their sleeves and
sent the Lady Rattlers to the
locker room after three quick
games. UCF only allowed
Florida A& M to score lOpoints
in the match.
. This time UCFmade38kills
as a team and eight serve aces.
Shannon Pack, Lisa Peterson
and Linda Santiago teamed up
to lead the team offensively.
The team has two more
games and one more mini-series before post season play begins . .
Themini-serieswillbeplayed
at the University of New Orleans. UCF will play New Orleans, Arkansas State University and Louisiana Tech.

by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

Karolyn Kirby, a prominent player on the professional
beach tour, leaps up for.a spike. (James Ferguson'fUTURE)

The nation's premiere professional
beach volleyball player, Karolyn Kirby,
showed up at the Lady Knights' volleyball practice Tuesday afternoon and
made her 6-foot presence known.
The 1983 graduate of the University
of Kentucky and long-time friend offirst
year UCF volleyball coach Laura Smith
practiced with the UCFteamand showed
the young players a glimpse of excellence both on the court and off.
"Her presence in our gym is definitely
going to make a big difference in the
play of our girls,~' Smith said. "She's the
most popular player on the tour. Karolyn
has a genuine sincerity about her that's
a huge attribute not only as a player but
as a person."
Smith first met.Kirby eight years ago
when the two played together for the
first time with the United States Volleyball Association and went to nationals.
Kirby had just completed a successful

VOLLEYBALL continued page 11
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Is Halloween a
disguise for child
degradation?
by Anthony Torres
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they don't celebrate
Halloween. Nor in France or
Morocco orMexico. Halloween is a
whiteman'sdentist'sideatocomipt
our people's strong defense against
tooth decay. Don't sell out! This
pagan satanicnightofdevil praising
is up there with Mother's Day, a
holiday created by Burford P.
Hallmark to sellmoreofhisproduct
So here's a list of things I won't be
doing to support the fascist
oppressionofthosewithhighmoral
fibre.
1. Dressing up like a woman. No
need to do something for one night
I can do 364 times in a year.
2. Bobbing for Apples. The great
white fascist oppressor, Johnny
Appleseed, raped the Navajo land
with his apple orchards. Don't sell
yourself out by pursuing the icon of
America'sinjustices. Wewillbewetbacks no longer.
3. Carving Pumpkins. Cruving a
happy face in an orange pumpkin
waswhatoursocietywantedtodoto

the yellow man in Vietnam. Don't
promotetheempty,hollowpursuits
of post-war sadists.
4. Trickortreating. Whymustour
children degrade themselves, going
door to door make believing they
are something they aren't, trying to
tell them this "trick or treat"
panhandling humiliation is fun?
Why don't we just give them some
squeegees, send them to the nearest
traffic light and have them scream
''Need your car washed?" ·at every
fool that has to stop.
5. Drinking.Drinkingistheleading
cause of intoxication in America.
Would you consume chicken lard
koowingthatlardistheleading cause minority authority.
of colon cancer in Bolivia? Yeah,
If you are too weak to resist the
since everyone thinks they are need to be another person's (X.lp~t,
immortal. So did the great white . try to cut the string of drinking.
oo~,Custard. Orthewhiteseparatist Drinking is a white man's ploy to
South that has been trying to rise · keep Native American's on the
againsincetrelate 18ffi 's. And what reseivationin.rx>verty. Anditworked!
about that great white athlete, Lyle You are also more likely to give up
Alzado? Steroids at 40? Don't let control ofyoursoul to t:reinebriati.on
the last name fool you: he was ]ilaraohloomingoverandoontmlling
definitely awhitey. Oh, the stupidity your every movement, gesture am
of the colorless ones that teach our sexualpromiscuousact,onlyforyou
children, are president of our. males and females to regret it in the
government and who destroyed the next morning. That's not fun, even
concept of equality and justice of on Halloween

Turn those boring tricks into spontaneous treats
by Anthony Torres

excitement of potentially being
abducted and molested by an
Want to do some really scary unknown stranger dressed in a
things that will impress your clown suit.
· passed-outbestfriend'sgirlfriend?
These 'hints are to be taken
Be Spontaneous! On Hallow.een, lightly. If you go off the deep end,
spontaneity adds to the danger and your skin folks.

1. Listen · to scary tapes.
_November Coming Fire by
Samhain is pretty scary. Samhain
is quite like Markie Mark and the
Fresh Bunch. Except Samhain
gives evil vibrations! FEEL IT,
FEEL IT!!!

Anything by the Misfits is a
good deal, too. Samhain' sfnitium
is a great way to spook local kids.
Truly disturbing lost-soul music
when played in the dark.
2. Check out the "Making of
Thriller.''Thisisaspooky~.Every

thing you never wanted to know
aboutMichaelJackson' slife. If you
play it backwards, you can see
glimpses of Latoya reenacting her
childhood molestation experiences
with a Raggedy Andy doll. Life
scaring stuff.

3. 'Go down to Orange Avenue
and see who can pick out the
"regulars" from those who are
dressing up. Bonus points if you
correctly identify the sex.
5. Fourwasdumbsohere 's five.
Trick or treat. See how many
apples you can eat before biting
into a razor, needle or strychnine.
Any neighborllood in Orlando is
fair game and gives equal odds!
So don't bother driving to the
"bad" parts of Orlando to play.just
stay in your own neighborhood.
..,_\, l
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Halloween '90 on stage
somewhere in New York.
ToknowG.G.Allinistolovehim. Unfortunately, he was property of
Read any alternative press · Michigan during this time.
In the spring of this year, G.G.
worth its Xerox in sensationalism
and you'll find info on this beloved was released and recordedMurder
musician. He played in Tampa a JunldeswithAntiseen. This is one
few years back, and
judging from the
photographs,·be glad
you missed the show.
The adorable Allin
was, in living color,
biting chunks of skin
off his knee, had semicircle scars on both his
shoulders (he had
bitten himself there),
was slurping dianb.ea (somebody good hardcore album. With lines
· get this guy some Pepto-bismal!) like "Be a_man, be a sissy, it's all
and generally being adirty, bloody in your way/ you'll be my baby
mess . From the first person boy if you disrespect me," how
account, G.G. pulled out his hair can one not think "core!"
For two weeks in August, G.G.
at the end of the show, which is
why he was prematurely balding was in Tampa visiting Mark
at that time. From past interviews, Robinson to record a "hobo" album
Mr.Allin boasts every show ends and rape Mark's pet dog Grover.
with him either in prison or the
Now, let's not get all deadly
hospital. Prison for indecency serious about suicide. G.G. has a
charges, in the hospital for blood sense of humor, and in a strange ·
poisoning. Feces are toxic, so if way he really cares about the very
you roll in them with open wounds, fans he throws bodily excrement
some bad do-do is bound to at. Atleast that was the impression
happen.
set at the in store at Alternative
So what does this guy have to Records. Prices on merchandise
do with Halloween? Well, now MarkeandG.G. weresellingwere
that pathos has been established, being slashed every 10 minutes.
letsgettothegoodstuff.G.G. was There's aneed to laugh whenG.G.
supposed to kill himself says, ''There's alotto be said about
by Anthony Torres

sex in prison." o~ when he tells
adoring fans to self pleasure
tbemselves. Or when he pulls out
a pairofsilky panties from his back
pocket, sniffs them and
disappointedly exclaims "No
stains." To go against politically
correct
sensibilities, the
guy was likeable
and charismatic.
You know, like a
hard-core JFK!
It will be pretty
short lived. See,
come this very
:
Halloween, G.G.
will kick off his
"FINAL BLOODY MUTILATION''tourin SanFransisco.
Thiswillgo onforonewholeyear
across America at any place that
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Now, you might be thinking
"thegreatestthrillof all:" Death.
That's right, you thought Ozzy "that's stupid." Why would
Osboumehadballs. G.G.hasballs anyone want to do that?" Who
and a diseased schlong to match! really cares? MarkRobinsonsums
willallowhim~o "express hisart." He's .gonnakillhimselfonstage, it all up: "The guy lives on the
Come the Halloween of '92, Mr. in living bloody color Halloween stage, so he wants to die on the
Allin has committed himself to of next year!
·
· stage."
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Sambora's solo project proves he is no·stranger to success

)

_,

with Jon Bon Jovi and Desmond
Oilld. Afterfouralbums and seven .
years, Jon BonJovi and the rest of
the multi-platinum band decided
to take a break in 1990. Jon
released his self-titled soloproject.
This year, Sambora attempts to
break into the market by himself.
Leaving the shadow of a band that
has sold over 30 million albums
world-wide is a BIG step.
Sambora'sStrangerlnThisTown
sounds very much like any other
Bon Jovi album with a mixture of
steady drums, keyboards,
• Stranger In This Town
occasional heavy guitar and a
Artist: Richie Sambora
·Producer: Neil Dorfsman & soulish echo of a voice. Sambora
is a talented guitarist
Richie Sambora
AND he can sing.
Label: Polygram
However, he doesn't
Richie Sambo~a's
hav~ the depth that Jon
first solo project does
Bon Jovi does.
have its highlight:S and
On the cover it
says "Tum down the
might offer you a little
lights, light a candle... The infamous glam of Bon Jovi has evolved over the years. <Polygram Records)
morethanjustaspinoff
welcome." The first song, "Rest Sambora did use a few of David Bryan and drummer Tico if you're really into Bon Jovi. It .
from Bon Jovi.
For those of you who missed In Peace," has a spooky start, and DesmondChild'ssongsaswellas Torres from Bon Jovi are also in has that same feel. The song
the '80s, Sambora was and still is _is wickedly romantic, pI,Ubably the one song, "Rosie," that was co- · his line-up. Basically you could "FatherTime"hasespeciallygood
the lead guitarist for Bon Jovi. best on the entire album. The third written by Jon Bon Jovi in this say that this is a Bon Jovi album lyrics.
Sambora's "Ballad of Youth"
Sambora wrote, co-wrote and co- song, "Stranger In This Town;" . effort. Sambora is still under the without Jon Bon Jovi.
Thealbumisworthlisteningto has already received plenty of
arranged most of Bon Jovi 's song has definite Bon Jovi influence. same management. Keyboardist
- - - - - _ _ _ , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - radio play. Other single releases
will quickly follow. The album
should easily go platinum, but
you've got to ask, "What about
Bon Jovi?" The band hasn't
officially broken up, but they have
postponedanyprojects.Maybeit's
a hiatus or, as Jon said in a recent
interview, "I don't know where's
Bon Jovi is right now."
-Josiah Baker

Circle
FROMPAGEC7

---;: ...

The Frat House
October 31 at 8:00
Admission: $6 in advance/SI at the door
18 and upl

(BUD Ll<i"'l)
Door Prizes

Costume Contest

makesitveryaggressive,quitelike
"Burning Too" by Fugazi. Bur
only in energy, not in sound.
The next song is quite like a
Jerry Lee Lewis inspired ditty not
abouthis cousin's titty. Rockabilly
to the bone, quite like the Stones
at the start of their since exhumed
careers. Unfortunately, I can't
make much out of the lyrics. The
mix on this record places the voice
beneath the music, thus making
the voice an instrument.
"Dust," songnumberthree, is the
ultimatelovesong, the singers voice
twisting like amacho Robert Smith
or:rre Cure. It's adriving song about
dying behind the wheel. Ilistened to
thissongtwohoursstraight it'sthat
goood, thatfluid. ''Cold wind blows
where love(mce dwelled/ there will
be no wedding bells." Need I say
more?
If Idido 't, this review would be
short and deceptive. "Odette,"
unfortunately, is too Dream
· Academy-ish. Neverthelessitis a
beautiful song that drifts to Spanish
instrumentation, sending a
message that this band is centered
on musical talent, as opposed to
raw aggression.
"?"has a sweet melody, with
the voice now moved to the front
of the mix. This signals the fallout of Circle C. Refreshing
distortion washes clean this song
at it's climax.
·Alas, side two doth pass. Circle
C is a worthy self-titled cassette.
Maybe David Geffen Company
might treat its consumers as
customers and begin selling side
one for halfprice ofa full cassette.
This band has promise. Don't
write them off. ..
-Anthony Torres
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COMICS•PAINTBALL SUPPLIES•ROLE-PLAYING GAMES &MORE•OPEN 7DAYS ..
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, ... announcing a new addition:
) custom embroidery & monogramming
I

now available for all UCF clubs, fraternities, cind sororities.

• Apparel with UCF Colors(Black/Gold)
••

•

12295 University Blvd .• 281-69845 :
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EXPIRES 11/22/91 • MUST PRESENT COUPON
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I ONE GIANT SUB & A LARGE SOFT DRINK
I •American Cold Cuts
•Meatball

:

I •Bologna & Cheese
: •3 Type Cheese Combo

1

•BLT

I
I

Salad
._ ____________ ....~Egg
___
_1
I

I
I
I

One coupon per customer with purchase of large drink. Expires 9-30-91J

BUY ONE SUB &
2 240Z. DRINKS

& GET ONE SUB

10024 University Blvd.
(Corner of University & Dean)

FREE!
GOOD ANYilMB OF EQUAL
OR LESSER VALUE

I
I
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I
I
I

· 7_9_-_2_4_4_8_ _~_....L;,
i · -.;,;··-·,;;,;;.'···....;;.;;,;~==~~=====~L.One coupon per customer with purchase of large drink. Expires 9-30-91
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McDonald's Supports
UCF Knights

y
dwich

Offer Good Only at these McDonald's:
12305 Univ. Blvd. ~ 10413 'E. Colonial Dr.
7409 E Colonial Dr.
Free Soft Drink, Tea & Coffee Refills
Not Good in Conjunction with any other offer.
1 Coupon Per Person Per Visit.
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MENU

BUY ONE Footlong Sub or Salad and any size drink at regular price

GET ONE FOR 99¢
of equal or lesser value

•

..••

•

COLD CUT COMBO
TURKEY & BACON DELUXE
SPICY ITALIAN
HAM
BMT
. ROASTBEEF
(pepperoni, genoa, ham,
VEGETARIAN
bologna)
TUNA
CLUB
SEAFOOD & CRAB
(roast beef,.ham, turkey)
SEAFOOD & LOBSTER
TURKEY BREAST

••
HOT SUBS
STEAK
(100% Sirloin)
MEATBALL
CHICKEN BBQ

PIZZA

Any sandwich also available as a custom salad plate.
All served with you choice of: American Cheese • Oriions•
Lettuce• Tomatoes
Dill Pickles • Green Peppers • Black Olives • Salt • Pepper • Oil

•

BUY .O NE 6 11 SUB

•••
and any size drink regular price
•
GET ONE FOR 99¢ ••
of equal or lesser value
••
-

.
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NOW OPEN 9:00AM
3912ALAFAYA TRAIL
One coupon per customer per
visit. Double meat available at
additional cost. Not valid with
other offers or specials.

EXPIRES
11 /11 /91

One coupon per customer per
visit. Double meat available at
additional cost. Not valid with
other offers or specials.

(1/2 BLOCK SOUTH OF UNIVERS11Y BLVD. OPPOSITE U.C.F.)

277-3350

·ays ...
''

s
''

At First Union, we know it's not easy being a college student. But it's the first.step
toward achievement and success. First Union is so committed to the student
market, we've developed an entire
program that fulfills the special demands
of your busy lifestyle. It's called

EXPIRES
11 /11 /91

-------------------,
is a new banking
program geared solely towards students and includes:

+

A No Minimum Checking Account.
A
24 hour banking card.
~ ..r.;. money transfers from home.
F
first order of 50 standard checks.
, first year membership on a VISA card.*
Overdraft protection.
A
gift when you open your
Collegiate Express Account. .

N( EXPIBSS.
'To qualified applicants.

4010 North Goldenrod Road (at the ir,J.tersection of University Blvd. and Goldenrod Road)• 657-3141
Member FDIC

McmbcrFDIC

F
First fkaiot1 NafJona1
of FJorlda

---------------------------------......!-- - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - -·-.J
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Kick back and 'Use Your Illusion'
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they do, I don't care. But, throughGnR'sworld.AxlRose's
somethingishappeningwithinthis lyrics are cold but personal. "I
band that makes them simply kinda like it in a coma and I don't
phenomenal.
think I wanna ever come back to .
That's right! You can 't buy thi s world again. "
a better rock record out right
Use Your Illusion II is a lot
now than Use Your Illusion I like Appetite for Destruction.
or II. Oh, and by the way, this That's probably why so many
isn'tjust a double re.cord cut people like Two (Use II
in half and sold separately. entered the chart at number
These are completely one while I took the number
different records. If you ask two slot). If you like parental
me, and you are because advisory stickers, you'lllove
·· Use Your Illusion I and II
you 're reading this, the first II. I wish I could quote some
Artist: Guns and Roses
is better. But it really depends lyrics ... Well, nah!/
Producer:MikeClink&GnR
on what mood you are in;
"Get in the · Ring" is
Two is dirtier.
probably the greatest hate
Label: Geffen
OK, finally a review on the·
Use Your Illusion I is a song on this disc. Axl attacks
awaited Use Your Illusion/ and/I. prime example of GnR ~ s his enemies and mentions
Afterastringofrumoredrelease capabilities as song writers names, while Slash, Izzy,
dates,it'sfinallyoutActually,itwas and performers. One is very Dizzy, Duff and Matt attack .
releasedaboutamonthagoandhas artsy and experimental. Guns a mean groove.
beensittingatthetopslot
and Roses used their
The music is nonstop
on Billboard since its
fi1lf'iMr
imaginations rather rockin' all the way through.
notorious release.
~~ ~WJ~~ than their musical II is a shorter disc, 75 minutes ·
Sound warehouse ~ influences in making compared to the 76 minutes
actuallystayedopenan _ .,.'
•
this record. Songs on I, probably because it
like "Don't Cry," moves faster. Like I said, it
extrahourjusttosellit
the minute the clock
''The
Garden," · depends on what mood you
struck midnight Yeah, ~-----~ "November Rain" are in. I find myselflistening
evecybodyisGunsandRosescrazy. and"Coma"arejourneysinto to I a lot more, but
Every article I have ever the unknown, uncharted occasionally I pop in II to
read on GnR has been about settlements in rock music.
hear "Get in the Ring."
what a pack of barbarians
Use Your Illusion I is
Both discs are awesome,
they are, urinating here, completely original and full through and through. Don't
rioting there, fighting here, of surprises. With the be fooled, though. These
more urinating over there . addition of keyboardist Dizzy discs won't turn any GnR
It's really getting old. I'm Reed and drummer Matt haters into GnR likers. If you
justheretotalkaboutmusic. Sorom (ex-Cult), GnR's hate GnR, you've wasted
This paper is free so I don't sound is vaster and more your time reading this
have to worry about mature. Dizzy Reed adds a review, and you should go
increasing sales with some "Honky Tonk" style of piano back to staring into the
headline like "Slash urinates playing to GnR' s sound. reflecting pond. If you love
on cheerleader at UCF Even on the hardest tracks, GnR you probably already
Dizzy bangs out a serious rock have it. So, crank it up! And
football game."
Ihonestlycouldcarelesswhat piano groove.
to those of you who are just
theydowiththeirlives. They can
TheCDnevergetsboring,each current event fiends, it was
pump as many chemicals in their track is a separate entity in itself. _ worth the hype! GnR rocks!
bodies as they want. Whatever It's definitely a rollercoaster ride
-Christopher Wood
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HOWER SHOP, INC.
47 ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD.

407-366-2021

GayLRomnno

(

. 10% Discount with Student 1.0. - Local Orders Only
Establlshed 1928

WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL
OF THE, FOLLOWING EXTRAS :
• RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
• ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
•WALK TO SHOPS, BANKS,
A:t\1DMOVIES

• ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
• THE ULTIMATE IN
CONVENIENCE

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
12017 SOLON DR.
ORLANDO, FL
(NEXT TO PIZZA IIUf ON ALAFAYA)

-273-4097

·roPOFF
THE OCCASION.
'I

celebrate a Great
Homecoming Victory!
University and Dean
~~· . Suncreast Village Shopping Center
~

,,fj

1•~s:::~.~.::__

GrandSlainSubsandsalads
'W"orlcls Greatest Subs
Two Foot Sub Challenge

_ __ _

T _ _______ _

Show your I BUY ONE, GET ONE I
FREE'
I UCF student I ANY MENU. ITEM. I
I LD and always I excluding pies , cakes, supers, :

Eat Our Famous Two Foot Sub with large Coke
and they're yours free!!

I
•
I
receive
a.
.
I
I wame cone .,r
r~,

445 W.S.R 436 Altamonte Springs (1/2 mile west of I-4
on 436. By Sound Advice) Phone: 862~8757

:

.99~ ·

I
giants
I ( toppings not included )
Ir1....
.u:lcs
I
Off..
c..

p1<5Cnl this coupon bcfo" orJ..mg. Ont ordrr prr coupon prr
tu dur. Not good in
combination with •nv othtr promotional off....
good onlv "
particip•tine "TCJV:" !tom.
h valu<: Y.oo of • cent.

r. . ::yc'ey"
cm1omrr ptr visi1. Customrr must pay any

;=

• New, two-story pharmacy classroom and laboratory building
scheduled for completion in November 1991
• Library / Media I Computer Center
• Gymnasium Complex
• Situated on 335 beautifully wooded acres in .
northeast metropolitan Atlanta
• Stetson School of Bu~iness and Economics also on campus

• Four-year Doctor of Pharmacy curriculum
• Classes start each Septe~r ~nd January
• Wide range of career opportunities
• Financial aid information available

SCH OO L

OF

I
I
I

:

L __ _ _ __ ___ J_ _The Co1111try's Desi Jt>g1tr~ _J

PHARM.D. at MERCER

SOUTH E RN

(

OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

FREE SUB

L-----------------~-----------

(

P HA RM A C Y

3001 Mercer University Drive
Atlanta, Georgia 30341

OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS

(404) 986-3232

(

<

,- ·

.-------------------------.
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OHWHATF.U N
IT ISTO RUN •
.U.C.F. PEGATHON

be back even though Jane's
Addiction is finished ... lggy
Pop will play a twisted child
.MUSIC DIRECTOR
psychologist
in
a
For Jane's Addiction's final Nickeldodeon Childrens
show in Hawaii, mastermind Network special in Febuary.
Perry Farrell performed the. He has also just completed a
second half of the group's live video titled, "Kiss My
What
a
show completely nude! Blood."
According to Farrell, he will cpmbination! .. .Bob Dylan is
COMPILED BY
DAVID J. SHOULBERG

November 2 at 9 A.M.
at Lake Claire

all set to star opposite funny
man Robin Williams in the
film "Time's Changin'
Back." ... This summer start
looking for a new album from
TV's favo.rite cartoon family
The Simpsons .... Jason
Hervey paid $1, 150 at a

AUDIO continued page·CS .

Circle C aggressively burns energy, tninds
•Circle C
Artist: Circle C
Producer: John
Porter
Label: David Geffen
Company

700 MULTI-TRACK

Circle C is a band that has
produced one of the better tapes
I've heard in a long time. Being
that I'm not a label toy; I won'tgo
into their history. If you want the
press release, read Rolling Stone.

All entrants of 5K Run/\Valk arc eligible for posl-racc
drawings for merchandise prizes including Grand
Prize drawing for a Trek 700 Hybrid bicycle donated
by Bike Works. This value-packed filness bike is
driven by Shimano lOOGS giving it smooth and
comfortable operation, so all you neea Lo Lhink
about is enjoying the ride.

·

I'm sure they would be
glad to reprint it without
any alterations. I'm just
here to write a review.
Tiris tapes starts
off with ''The Oimb."
The singer screams his
way up the sparse soni£:mountain
created by guitar and drums, then
smooths his voice at the peak of
the song. Something about the riffs

CIRCLE continued page C3 .

.
•Formals
a4. t.Ofl4-·Banquets
•Any Special Occasion

FASHION SQUARE • 898-6122
ALTAMONTE MALL • 339-3131
FLORIDA MALL • 855-7555 .

1111•'11t~111•1

J'.

GRAND
OPENING!

WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT

~-FASTI

UE TANNING SALON

DINE IN or CARRYOUT
FREE DELIVERY

WHERE THE SUN ALWAYS SHINES!

WE ALSO DO:
•NIAILS (ACRYLIC-GELS)!
•INFRA-SLIM BODY WRAP!
•EYEBROW & LEG WAXING!

Now open in

-

UNION PARK
l 0376 E. ( :oloniJ.11 )tin:
I f..Kltcd in Recd\· Phn
~·-~---

REEDY PLAZA - 10376 E. COLONIAL
MON-FRI 8:30am-9pmSAT 9-6pm

282-6042

Come Taste Our Famous Pizza,
Greek Salads and Dinners!
r

-

-

-

!l

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-1- -

BUY ONE
Mediwn or Large
GREEK SALAD

I

1

.

~~~ PIZZA

I.ARGE

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-I
I

-

---- -- ..:.

OurUCF
Good Knight Offer!

-------

FOR 1WO
Includes 2 Greek Salads

GREEK SAI.AD

For Health and Cost Conscious Students

I

and Breadsticks
FOR$7.99

:

FOR$4.99

:

I

fapt1i.•i>caml16r .H. IWJ

1

fa7Jin;s{Jt:cmilu3J, IWJ

1

~---------------------------------

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Hours
MO~ - SAT l l :\ 1\1. 11 PJ\1.
11:\.,\1. - 9 : 30P.~1.

For Free
Delivery Call
281-0062
281-0031

*

(SIGN UP A FRIEND AND GET 2 VISITS FREE)

(fi?'i' pttdnS1.1mi mrid;: 11~tlwmpm1 J

ONES" GRINDER
and a small

SL'~

I MCIVISAIAMEXl .

I.ARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA

SPAGHETTI DINNER

'

-

FREE 2 LITER
SOFT DRINK
with purchase of

•

1----------------

•

-

I

FOR $5.00

1

-

· -1 0 VISITS '· F oR $29.95

I
l 'll l \lT\lt\

l\hd

282-2101 ·
11780 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL

~

-;;

E

=5

' ·.:;

George Alan Yarko DDS
David J. Blue OM D

I .t, l

( ol<tlll.tl

includes:
Initial Exam 011 O
4 BW XRAYS 0274
Consultation

(Corner of Hwy 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

I lm l" 1 I hi\ ~() '

ODYSSEY PIZZA
Recd\ l'l.11J
I 03 71> ~•. < 11111111<11
2K I 001>2

$25 NEW PATIENT Check-up

nr

10% discount to all U.C.F Students and faculty with valid l.D.

"THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE
FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL
PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY
OTHER SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
IS PERFORMEE AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS
OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE,
DISCOUNTED FEE, OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Other Services Include:
Teeth Whitening
Wisdom· Teeth Removal
Cosmetic Restorations

CS
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'Frant<le and Johnny' mirrors ups and downs of life ·
by Patrick Campbell
Frankie and Johnny" is amoviethatseems a lot like
the way life can be.
It can be long, painful and just when you think
you have nothing left, something can surprise you that makes
all the lousy things you go through not that bad. This is not
a typical love story with all the happiness, good times and
sweet memories for all. This is a
reluctant, enduring love story of a man
who will do anything for the woman he
loves, and a woman who can't decide
what she wants because it is all
happening too fast.
Al Pacinois Johnny, a guy who just
finished 18 months in prison for forgery.
He is now looking for a job and a way to make a new life in
New York City. Johnny did a lot ofreading and learned how
to be a great chef in prison. Now he is using his culinary
talents at the Apollo Cafe as the new short order cook. This
is where he meets a
waitress named
MOVIE FACTS
Frankie (Michelle
Pfeiffer) then falls in
love with her and
knows he must get her
tofallinlovewithhim.
Frankie is a
loner who does not
know what she wants
out of life. She never
finished high school.
She stays at a job she
knows she can't
advance in, and the
biggest decision she
has made is to buy a
VCR so she can watch
movies every night. She wants nothing more than to be left alone.
The movie focuses on Johnny trying to get Frankie to go
with him. Johnny eventually gets her consent and then the
movie follows their ups and downs. The movie seems to drag
in certain places because it follows their relationship closely
on a daily basis. I .wish it would just get on with it.
Johnny pretty much suffocates her with his constant
pleading for her to go out with him and then his pleading for
them to stay together forever. Dialogue is very important in
this movie because there is nothing Johnny cannot explain or
talk Frankie into. The constant fighting is how all the secrets
they have been hiding deep.inside themselves are resolved.
Pfeiffer does an impressive job as the depressed waitress
who has given up on life. Her sense of despair and
loneliness Pacino 's performance as the man who will not
stop until he gets what he wants is very convincing and Al Pacino brirlgs the movie" Frankie and Johnny "alive by playing Johnny, a short-order cook
somewhat annoying.
who falls in love with Frankie (Michelle Pfeif!~rj.J a wai~ who just wants to be alone. (Univera.1 Pictures)

Escape Halloween's glamour,
catch a suspenseful tale instead
by Ali~a Barber

Are
you
sick
of
Halloween's cheap, grease
painted,
merchandised
fright?
Go to
Theatre Downtown on Orange
A venue Friday or
Saturday night at
11 :30 p.m. and pay only $5
to see "The Love Talker," a
suspenseful drama with
harrowing ending that will
crack your composure like a
hammer to your plastic
Dracula mask.
A ·coming-of-age story
twisted into a haunting tale
of fear and madness, "The
Love Talker" tells the story
of two sisters, Bun and
Gowdie, whose Southern
farm lies on the edge of a
forest.
When young Gowdie tires
of her endless chores and
wanders into the forest, the
mischievous spirits she finds
there turn her world around
and finally spin it out of
control.

a

Her sister ·Bun fights an
epic battle with The Love
Talker, a forest dweller with
the Sly watchfulness and
savagery of an
animal, to save
Gowdie from the
enchanting "tricks
and glamor" of the
spirits.
UCF student,
you will truly be amazed at
the intensity, the fear, the
courage and the desire
conjured up by "The Love
Talker's" four actors.
Theatre Downtown's small
stage will become your
whole world as you watch
this drama unfold.
In one memorable scene
from the play, Gowdie tries
to make her sister understand
the rapture and uncertain~y
of her moments with the
Love Talker, the exciting
feeling of being "dropped
from one hand and caught up
with the other hand".
Feel the same ecstasy by
seeing "The Love Talker. "It
is one earthly experience
""'.orthy of the spirit.

j,

JUMP
FROM PAGE Cl
charity auction for an 8x 10
canvas that Madonna
adorned with the phrase "Ge~- .
off my
dick.
Love,
Madonna." ... Singer Chris
Issak has a role in the
upcoming
feature filrr{
version of Twin Peaks, to be
directed by David Lynch.
Issak 's hit song, "Wicked·
Game," was featured in
Lynch's last film "Wild at
Heart" ... Sinead O'Conner i~ .
the featured interview in the
latest issue of Spin Magazine.
Among other things, she talk~.
about her experience with
having an abortion and child
abuse, to which she says,
"The cause of all of th e
world's problems, as far as
rm concerned, is child
abuse." ... Rolling Stone ha~
compiled a list of the 100
greatest album covers of all
time. Here are the top five ... 5.
. Exile on Main Street/Rolling
Stones 4.Sticky Fingers/
Rolling Stones 3. White
Album/The Beatles 2.Neve
Mind the Bollocks, Here's the
Sex Pistols/The Sex Pistols
I .Sgt. Peppers Lonely Heartf
Club Band/ The Beatles .. .!
am suprised that Metallica's
newest wasn't included. (

